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Hello everyone and welcome to the latest issue of ENN!
We hope you have had a lovely week? We have been
working hard on getting you lots of fun material to keep
you busy while you’re at home.
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Let us know how you got on and do send us pictures of
the thing’s you’ve tried out, we’d love to hear from you!
Have a great half term
God bless you
ENN Team
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: PRAYER :

Dear God,
hank ou for giving our
peace and joy to those who need to
experience it today. Thank ou for
ﬁ lling me with our perfect peace
and joy. Help me to pass our peace
and joy to others in every way
I can, in Jesus’ Name.
Amen!


Hey Kids,
What do we often do when
we receive bad news or if we
do something bad? Yes, we
begin to worry, worry and
worry some more. Can you
think of something you did
that made you worry? Or
perhaps something you have
heard that worried you?
Write these things down.

Let us read Philippians 4:6-7
(NLT)
Oh wow, God told us that
we should not worry about
anything. Instead, He wants
us to pray about those
things which cause us to
worry. Yes, we must PRAY.
Now the exciting part,
we will experience God’s
PEACE.

Enjoy the video about God’s PEACE https://youtu.be/Y31SXy-amuc
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Learn how to make Maths Art!
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Your ﬁrst name and age.

PARENTS
CORNER
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Hi Parents
We hope you’re still making the most of
the lockdown season and we know one of
the things we want our children to know
in this season is that we love them. But

sometimes it can be challenging
to show the love when we are all
stretched/ stressed, or when we are
correcting our child. We understand
and we are keeping you in our
prayers.
Our children are all unique
individuals, just like each and every
one of us. We love them so much
and will do anything for them.
However, are we speaking our love in
a language our children understand?
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FATHER‛S DAY!

ns er

Sunday June 15th is

TIME FOR
A LAUGH…
Where do fi sh keep their money?
Riverbanks!
Why are babies brilliant football players?
Because they practice dribbling!
Pamilerin, aged 10
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Maths Activity Round Up
Here is a round-up of great FREE games from Oxford Owl!
Click the picture for your age group and give it a go!

Ages 3-4

Ages 4-5

Ages 5-6

Ages 6-7

Ages 7-9

Ages 9-11

Click the link for even more activities!

https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/kids-activities/fun-maths-games-and-activities/
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Drop Everything And Read

This is a picture book based on the inspiring
true story of four women who helped NASA
(National Aeronautics and Space Administration)
launch men into space – using maths!
Recommended age: 4-6

Katherine Johnson was one of NASA’s
“human computers,” a group of female
mathematicians who calculated important
equations for rocket design, launch and
more. Even when NASA ﬁ rst started using
computers to calculate the ﬂ ight plan of
their rocket launches, they only trusted
the results computers after Katherine
double-checked the maths and said it was
correct!

e

Ages 4-6.
e of
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Hint: We know it’s a square but what
is the name of shape with this many
sides?
Ages 7-10
e of
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Recommended age: 7 and up.

PAPA‛S PERFECT PEACE
T

he Adeyemi boys were on
top of the world. This was the
second day of their summer
holiday in Florida and a boiling sauna
of a day. 10-year old Josh had really
enjoyed the morning family devotion
led by Dad. It was all about the perfect
peace of God and they also looked at
the story of when Jesus was asleep in the
boat during a storm, whilst his disciples
panicked. As usual, Josh personalised
the memory verse and it kept running
through his thoughts: “God will keep me
in perfect peace if my mind is ﬁxed on
him”.
The whole family piled into the car and
each boy wanted to be ﬁrst to get in the
back seat. Soon, Dad, Mum, Josh and
James were off.
The week ahead would be full of fun.
The boys looked forward to a day at
Universal Studios, Sea-world, Disney
Land and Holy Land. 8-year-old James
was a boisterous little man, desperate
to go on the “Kraken”, a ride in seaworld like no other. He longed to be
thrown around and ﬂipped upside down
in the air. Josh, on the other hand, was
more level headed, his burning desire
was to feed the stingrays. As soon as
Dad parked the car, James began to
play-ﬁght with him, all the way to the
entrance. Then, he started to tease his
brother, daring him to go on the Kraken.
Mum was also secretly excited about
the ride, but she kept the excitement

to herself. Sea-world was like a zoo,
swarming with people. First stop was
the stingrays. Josh fed the stingrays
with 1 tiny frozen ﬁsh at a time.
The stingrays were large, diamondshaped ﬁsh and Josh was amazed by
them. He thought about how God
had created them and how beautiful
they were. Impatiently, James
hurried the family. All he could think
about was the Kraken.
Eventually, they said goodbye to the
stingrays and headed toward then
object of James’ desire. As they
approached the ride Josh could see
it in action up ahead, and a feeling
of terror washed over him.
It was huge, loopy and extremely
fast. He could hear various decibels
of screams and all he wanted to
do was hide. There was a little war
going on inside him. If he went on
this ride he could fall out, throw up
or worse still, wet himself. But if he
didn’t, James would tease him for
the rest of his days. This conﬂict
raged until he was in front of the
Kraken. “Too late now”, he thought,
reluctantly strapping himself in.
A wave of emotions ran through
him. He felt like one of the scared
disciples in the boat. Then, he felt as
if all the disciples were stuck in his
throat.

Josh swallowed hard as the Kraken
took off slowly headed towards
heaven, then it rocked back and
forth – it was petrifying. Then, in a
twinkle of an eye, ZOOOOMMM, the
ride ﬂew down, tumbling towards
the ground. Just as Josh was about
to throw up and wet himself at the
same time, the morning devotion
ﬂashed through his mind. Jesus
asleep in the boat, the raging storm
in the dark, the disciples rowing
ferociously, battling against the
storm, Jesus bellowing “PEACE
BE STILL” and instantly, the storm
obeyed. Like his life depended on it,
Josh closed his eyes to take his mind
off the Kraken and ﬁx his thoughts
on Jesus calming the storm. This
made him feel so much better. Soon,
he was able to relax and enjoy the
rest of the ride.
Later that evening, Josh told his
family all about his experience. He
explained how the whole episode
had shown him that JESUS IS REAL.
“When I am scared and can’t decide
what to do, or if I am worried about
being teased, I know can trust Jesus
and His Word” he added calmly. The
whole family listened in awe at what
God had taught Josh, of all places,
on the Kraken.
Read another story here
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CHECK THIS OUT!
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PLAY
A GAME WITH
SUPERHEROES
AND LEGO
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throw a die and move
around the
board.
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Battle of
the Robots!

Take 6
Lego

The winner is the person
that collects the most
Lego
bricks.

bricks

You can end the game
by setting a time limit,
moving
round the board a number
of times, or by collecting
a
certain number of Lego
bricks.
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What is the value of your
name?

5. Now put your robot
to the test. Find a long
space,
like a corridor or long
room.
6. Mark a starting
line with chalk or an
object.
With your robot on the
starting line, fire a pellet.
Mark where it lands.
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We can’t taste your delıcious treats but can you email some pictures?!
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Measure and make yummy pancakes!
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TIMES TABLES
SING-A-LONG!

By Temidayo, age 13

SUDOKU
ANYONE
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DOWNLOAD YOUR TIMES TABLES
HERE AND GROOVE ALONG

WE’D LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU!
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